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Figure 1: (top) ELM frequency is corre-

lated with ηe (transport driven) and (bot-

tom) ηe is correlated with profile shift.

Using a database of hydrogen and deuterium H-modes

on DIII-D we examine how the isotope effect alters the

fueling and transport of plasmas to change the pedestal

stability and structure calculated by EPED [1]. The iso-

tope effect is an empirical positive scaling of benefi-

cial plasma parameters, such as confinement and de-

creased L-H transition power, with an increase in hy-

drogenic isotope mass. This empirical scaling conflicts

with Bohm diffusion which predicts the opposite. The

majority of this positive scaling originates from the edge

pedestal region, raising the question if the isotope effect

in part arises from a change of edge turbulence, trans-

port, or fueling behavior. In this study, we compare hy-

drogen and deuterium discharges to predictions of the

EPED model which uses MHD stability limits to cal-

culate a scaling for pedestal pressure width and height.

While the model uses the pressure profile, the individual

differences in the temperature and density profiles often

indicate the underlying physics of the pedestal. DIII-D hydrogen discharges, compared to sim-

ilar deuterium shots, often exhibit an increased outward shift of the density profile relative to

the temperature profile (Figure 1 bottom) which increases separatrix density and significantly

alters the ballooning stability. Hydrogen discharges generally have narrower density pedestals

compared to deuterium despite the increased neutral mean free path with lower isotope mass.

We also compare transport and fueling relevant parameters such as ηe =
Lne
LTe

= (ne/∇ne)
(Te/∇Te)

(Figure

1 top) to explore the differences between experiment and the EPED model in hydrogen and
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